
Lake Macquarie Night Race 16th July 2016 
Written by Andrew Hill, RnR 

With apprehension as to what 

we were getting ourselves into, 

we headed down from Kempsey 

on the Friday, setting up and 

launching in time to view the 

sunset. 

 

 

We enjoyed 

a few sundowners and a visit from Chris (Dejavu) whilst Norma 

continued the preparations for the race by working on her balaclava. 

Thank goodness the Saturday night was not as cold as Friday night. 

The rest of the brave fleet joined us during Saturday 

including the start boat with the Commodore and 

Race Officer (Val and Brian) on board and the “top 

mark” being Warren in his speed boat. 

The fleet was us RnR (Norma and myself), Farrgo 

(Mark, Corenne and Odette), K- Man (Tom, John 

and Ralph), Coconut Duck (Gary and Cathy) and 

Chesapeake Lady II (Alf and Tony).  

 

Now comes the hard part, reporting on the race!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radio check before racing  



Well for the first half hour we all where pretty 

close together with Coconut Duck and RnR 

almost touching (would have been a 0.001 

knot collision had the crews not been in total 

control).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wind was barely there and then it was barely there with it not changing in speed but 

spinning all over the compass. We all inched forward following the K- Man with the double 

reefed main sail and a crew of three (no Tom is not a chicken sailor he had gear 

problems).  

And then it got dark so that is the end of the factual 

race report and the rest is what I think happened.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Mark (cold, wet Warren) was somewhere up ahead with a 

flashing orange light amongst all the other lights. We just headed 

towards where he was supposed to be but didn’t see him until the 

course got shortened and he came and found 

us.  

 

The K- Man rounded first with us not far behind. Meanwhile Coconut 

Duck was heading to another orange light with water inside their 

cabin (ask Gary or Cathy), Farrgo apparently was doing 360’s in no 

wind and Chesapeake Lady II were having radio problems so where 

totally confused when two yachts passed them going the other way 

on the return leg. 



 

 

 

 

 

As the mist and rain rolled 

in the finish line was also 

shortened and as we crept 

forward past the K-Man 

finishing the race seven        

seconds in front of them. 

On a serious note it was a great experience with a lot of 

learning and actually great fun with a lot of laughs. It is 

amazing how gear problems are more frustrating, other senses than sight become 

important, and concentration becomes critical. 

Thanks to Brian as Race Officer and Val as starter for running a great race, Warren for 

sitting in a small boat wet, cold and I assume lonely whilst holding all manner of lights 

and operating the radio, and to all intrepid sailors who participated. 

Andrew and Norma 

RnR                                                

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                   

1st RnR,  

 

2nd K –Man   

3rd Chesapeake Lady II. 

 

Final CBH handicap results 

 


